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Solomon’s Temple
“And I set my mind to seek and 
explore by wisdom concerning 
all that has been done under 
heaven.” Ecclesiastes 1:13
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"Now look toward the heavens, "Now look toward the heavens, 
and count the stars, if you are able and count the stars, if you are able 
to count them." to count them." Gen 15:5Gen 15:5

““He counts the number of the stars; He counts the number of the stars; 
He gives names to all of them. Great He gives names to all of them. Great 
is our Lord and abundant in is our Lord and abundant in 
strength; His understanding is strength; His understanding is 
infinite.infinite.”” Psalms 147:4Psalms 147:4--55

““The heavens are telling of the glory The heavens are telling of the glory 
of God; And their expanse is of God; And their expanse is 
declaring the work of His hands.declaring the work of His hands.””

Psalms 19:1Psalms 19:1
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1515--20 20 Billion Billion Years to get to the Years to get to the 
edge of the known Universeedge of the known Universe

H  OH  O22

H  OH  O22
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One Foot ThickOne Foot Thick

½½ Mile WideMile Wide

Los AngelesLos Angeles

New York CityNew York City

Drawn to the scale of the protons and Drawn to the scale of the protons and 
neutrons then the quarks and electrons neutrons then the quarks and electrons 
would be < 0.1mm and the entire atom would be < 0.1mm and the entire atom 
would be over 6 miles across!would be over 6 miles across!
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The Word of GodThe Word of God

“…“…And He is the radiance of His     And He is the radiance of His     
glory and the exact representation of glory and the exact representation of 
His nature, and upholds all things by His nature, and upholds all things by 

the word of His power.the word of His power.””

Hebrews 1:3Hebrews 1:3

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

The systematic study of the The systematic study of the 
universe and all its components, universe and all its components, 
both living and nonliving.both living and nonliving.
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COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

Where Did I Come From?Where Did I Come From?

Why Am I Here?Why Am I Here?

Where Am I GoingWhere Am I Going?

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

DarwinDarwin Six DaySix Day
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DarwinDarwin Six DaySix Day

Influential MinorityInfluential Minority
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COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

DarwinDarwin Six DaySix Day

Influential MinorityInfluential Minority

AliensAliens Intelligent DesignIntelligent Design

Conservative MinorityConservative Minority
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COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

DarwinDarwin Six DaySix Day

Influential MinorityInfluential Minority

AliensAliens Intelligent DesignIntelligent Design Theistic EvolutionTheistic Evolution

Conservative MinorityConservative Minority

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

DarwinDarwin Six DaySix Day

Influential MinorityInfluential Minority

AliensAliens Intelligent DesignIntelligent Design Theistic EvolutionTheistic Evolution

Conservative MinorityConservative Minority
Liberal TheologyLiberal Theology

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

““It matters what we think about evolution It matters what we think about evolution ---- politicalpoliticall
theologically, personally.  Evolution is an election isstheologically, personally.  Evolution is an election iss
and not just because we care about how our childrenand not just because we care about how our children
are educated. In light of the largest mountain of are educated. In light of the largest mountain of 
evidence ever gathered on any topic in history, no evidence ever gathered on any topic in history, no 
candidate for president of the world's most powerful candidate for president of the world's most powerful 
nation should be given serious consideration if he ornation should be given serious consideration if he or 
she does not accept evolution as a fact of life.she does not accept evolution as a fact of life.

Why? Because we cannot trust our future to anyone Why? Because we cannot trust our future to anyone 
who believes that the world is only a few thousand yewho believes that the world is only a few thousand ye
old and who interprets ancient, apocalyptic writings aold and who interprets ancient, apocalyptic writings a
revealing God's perfect will.revealing God's perfect will.””

Michael Dowd the author ofMichael Dowd the author of Thank God for EvolutionThank God for Evolution

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY
God knows that humanity has matured enough to God knows that humanity has matured enough to 
grasp empirical evidence as divinely inspired.  We grasp empirical evidence as divinely inspired.  We 
know this from the fossil record and from careful know this from the fossil record and from careful 
observation of the cosmos.  Studying evolution is observation of the cosmos.  Studying evolution is 
like following cosmic bread crumbs back to God.  like following cosmic bread crumbs back to God.  
An evolutionary worldview resolves morally An evolutionary worldview resolves morally 
confusing and divisive notions of Scripture.  An confusing and divisive notions of Scripture.  An 
evolutionary worldview in no way threatens evolutionary worldview in no way threatens 
religion. Eleven thousand Christian ministers in religion. Eleven thousand Christian ministers in 
the United States are participating in the "Clergy the United States are participating in the "Clergy 
Letter Project" and have publicly embraced Letter Project" and have publicly embraced 
evolution.  evolution.  

Michael Dowd the author ofMichael Dowd the author of Thank God for EvolutionThank God for Evolution
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COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

““Who would let a firstWho would let a first--century dentist fill our century dentist fill our 
childrenchildren’’s teeth?   But wes teeth?   But we’’re letting firstre letting first--century century 
theologians fill our childrentheologians fill our children’’s head every day.s head every day.””

Michael Dowd the author ofMichael Dowd the author of Thank God for EvolutionThank God for Evolution

The DeceptionThe Deception
ofof

Theistic EvolutionTheistic Evolution
and theand the

Integrity of ScriptureIntegrity of Scripture

““For the time will come when they will not endure For the time will come when they will not endure 
sound doctrine; but wanting to have their ears sound doctrine; but wanting to have their ears 
tickled, they will accumulate for themselves tickled, they will accumulate for themselves 
teachers in accordance to their own desires; and teachers in accordance to their own desires; and 
will turn away their ears from the truth, and will will turn away their ears from the truth, and will 
turn aside to myths.turn aside to myths.””

2 Timothy 4:32 Timothy 4:3

““The LORD used to speak to Moses face to face, The LORD used to speak to Moses face to face, 
just as a man speaks to his friend.just as a man speaks to his friend.””

Exodus 33:11 Exodus 33:11 

““All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable 
for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for 
training in righteousness; that the man of God training in righteousness; that the man of God 
may be adequate, equipped for every good work.may be adequate, equipped for every good work.””

2 Timothy 3:162 Timothy 3:16--17 17 

Genesis 1:1 Genesis 1:1 
In the beginning GodIn the beginning God……
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GenesisGenesis
Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?

““Where did I come from?Where did I come from?”” OriginOrigin

GenesisGenesis
Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?

““Where did I come from?Where did I come from?”” OriginOrigin

““Why am I here?Why am I here?”” PurposePurpose

GenesisGenesis
Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?

““Where did I come from?Where did I come from?”” OriginOrigin

““Why am I here?Why am I here?”” PurposePurpose

““Where am I going?  Where am I going?  ””Destiny  Destiny  

GenesisGenesis
Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?Truth, Allegory, Myth, or Cryptic?

“The genus Homo is exceptional among all higher The genus Homo is exceptional among all higher 
organisms in that it has undergone a organisms in that it has undergone a 
phenomenally rapid evolution in terms of progress phenomenally rapid evolution in terms of progress 
toward a new adaptive complex, and toward a toward a new adaptive complex, and toward a 
tremendously increased tremendously increased dominancedominance over its over its 
environment, without the accompaniment of any environment, without the accompaniment of any 
permanent adaptive radiation.permanent adaptive radiation.
This consideration of the biological evolution of This consideration of the biological evolution of 
mankind can be concluded by some mankind can be concluded by some speculationspeculations s 
about the kind of forces that guided it.about the kind of forces that guided it.””

Processes of Organic Evolution Processes of Organic Evolution University of CaliforniaUniversity of California

Overview:Overview:

Our PurposeOur Purpose

Our Origin Our Origin 

Options Options 

DefinitionsDefinitions

The DeceptionThe Deception

The Persuasive ArgumentsThe Persuasive Arguments

The FloodThe Flood

Our DestinyOur Destiny

The Deception of Theistic EvolutionThe Deception of Theistic Evolution
and the Integrity of Scriptureand the Integrity of Scripture
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Overview:Overview:

Our PurposeOur Purpose

Our Origin Our Origin 

Options Options 

DefinitionsDefinitions

The DeceptionThe Deception

The Persuasive ArgumentsThe Persuasive Arguments

The FloodThe Flood

Our DestinyOur Destiny

The Deception of Theistic EvolutionThe Deception of Theistic Evolution
and the Integrity of Scriptureand the Integrity of Scripture I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

““Remember also your Creator in the days of Remember also your Creator in the days of 
your youthyour youth……The conclusion, when all has The conclusion, when all has 
been heard, is: fear God and keep His been heard, is: fear God and keep His 
commandments, because this applies to commandments, because this applies to 
every person. For God will bring every act to every person. For God will bring every act to 
judgment, everything which is hidden, judgment, everything which is hidden, 
whether it is good or evil.whether it is good or evil.””

Ecclesiastes 12:1, 13 Ecclesiastes 12:1, 13 

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

““Everyone who is called by My name, And Everyone who is called by My name, And 
whom I have created whom I have created for My gloryfor My glory, Whom I , Whom I 
have formed, even whom I have made." have formed, even whom I have made." 

Isaiah 43:7 Isaiah 43:7 

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

To Know the CreatorTo Know the Creator

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

To Know the CreatorTo Know the Creator

To Obey the CreatorTo Obey the Creator
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I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

To Know the CreatorTo Know the Creator

To Obey the CreatorTo Obey the Creator

To Bring  Glory to the CreatorTo Bring  Glory to the Creator

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

The Commands to know Him    The Commands to know Him    

““Then God said, Then God said, ‘‘Let Us make man in Our Let Us make man in Our 
image, according to Our likeness; and let image, according to Our likeness; and let 
them rule over the fish of the sea and over them rule over the fish of the sea and over 
the birds of the sky and over the cattle and the birds of the sky and over the cattle and 
over all the earth, and over every creeping over all the earth, and over every creeping 
thing that creeps on the earth.thing that creeps on the earth.’’" " 

Gen 1:26Gen 1:26--2828

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

The Commands to know Him    The Commands to know Him    

““Then God said, Then God said, ‘‘Let Us make man in Our Let Us make man in Our 
image, according to Our likeness; and let image, according to Our likeness; and let 
them them rule overrule over the fish of the sea and over the fish of the sea and over 
the birds of the sky and over the cattle and the birds of the sky and over the cattle and 
over all the earth, and over every creeping over all the earth, and over every creeping 
thing that creeps on the earth.thing that creeps on the earth.’’" " 

Gen 1:26Gen 1:26

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

The Commands to know Him    The Commands to know Him    

““God said to them, "Be fruitful and God said to them, "Be fruitful and 
multiply, and fill the earth, and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue subdue it; it; 
and rule over the fish of the sea and over the and rule over the fish of the sea and over the 
birds of the sky and over every living thing birds of the sky and over every living thing 
that moves on the earth."that moves on the earth."

Gen 1:28Gen 1:28

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

The Commands to know Him    The Commands to know Him    

““When I When I considerconsider Your heavens, the work of Your heavens, the work of 
Your fingers, The moon and the stars, which Your fingers, The moon and the stars, which 
You have ordainedYou have ordained…”…” Psalms 8:6Psalms 8:6

I.  Our Purpose in LifeI.  Our Purpose in Life

““And I set my mind to seek and explore by wisdom And I set my mind to seek and explore by wisdom 
concerning all that has been done under heaven.concerning all that has been done under heaven.””

Ecclesiastes 1:13Ecclesiastes 1:13

SCIENCE
Discovery of

Truth

Physical Sciences
Earth Sciences
Life Sciences
Mathematics

TECHNOLOGY
Application of

Truth

Engineering
Medicine

Agriculture
Architecture

HUMANITIES
Interpretation of 

Truth

Theology
Philosophy

Social Science
Music

Art

COMMERCE
Implementation of 

Truth

Business
Transportation

Law
Finance

EDUCATION
Transmission of 

Truth

Teaching
Journalism
Literature

Homemaking
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DOMINION MANDATE DOMINION MANDATE

Manifest the Image of GodManifest the Image of God

DOMINION MANDATE

Manifest the Image of GodManifest the Image of God

Populate the EarthPopulate the Earth

DOMINION MANDATE
The LORD God planted a garden toward the east, in The LORD God planted a garden toward the east, in 
Eden; and there He placed the man whom He had Eden; and there He placed the man whom He had 
formed.  Out of the ground the LORD God caused to formed.  Out of the ground the LORD God caused to 
grow every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good grow every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good 
for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, 
and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.  Now a and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.  Now a 
river flowed out of Eden to water the garden; and from river flowed out of Eden to water the garden; and from 
there it divided and became four riversthere it divided and became four rivers……Then the Then the 
LORD God took the man and put him into the Garden LORD God took the man and put him into the Garden 
of Eden to cultivate it and keep it.  The LORD God of Eden to cultivate it and keep it.  The LORD God 
commanded the man, saying, "From any tree of the commanded the man, saying, "From any tree of the 
garden you may eat freely;  but from the tree of the garden you may eat freely;  but from the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the 
day that you eat from it you will surely die."day that you eat from it you will surely die."

Genesis 1:8

DOMINION MANDATE

Manifest the Image of GodManifest the Image of God

Populate the EarthPopulate the Earth

Rule the EarthRule the Earth

DOMINION MANDATE

Manifest the Image of GodManifest the Image of God

Populate the EarthPopulate the Earth

Rule the EarthRule the Earth

Enjoy the EarthEnjoy the Earth
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DOMINION MANDATE

Enjoy the EarthEnjoy the Earth
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DOMINION MANDATE

Enjoy the EarthEnjoy the Earth

•• Ability to have relationshipsAbility to have relationships

•• Ability to understand His creationAbility to understand His creation

•• Capability to know HimCapability to know Him

•• Variety in creation (particularly plants/food)Variety in creation (particularly plants/food)

•• Ability to smell, taste to enjoy the creationAbility to smell, taste to enjoy the creation

••
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DOMINION MANDATE

Enjoy the EarthEnjoy the Earth

•• Ability to have relationshipsAbility to have relationships

•• Ability to understand His creationAbility to understand His creation

•• Capability to know HimCapability to know Him

•• Variety in creation (particularly plants/food)Variety in creation (particularly plants/food)

•• Ability to smell, taste to enjoy the creationAbility to smell, taste to enjoy the creation

•• Purposeful WorkPurposeful Work——cultivate  the gardencultivate  the garden

The First Work Assignment

““And out of the ground the LORD God formed every And out of the ground the LORD God formed every 
beast of the field and every bird of the sky, and beast of the field and every bird of the sky, and 
brought them to the man to see what he would call brought them to the man to see what he would call 
them; and whatever the man called a living creature, them; and whatever the man called a living creature, 
that was its name.  And the man gave names to all the that was its name.  And the man gave names to all the 
cattle, and to the birds of the sky, and to every beast of cattle, and to the birds of the sky, and to every beast of 
the field, but for Adam there was not found a helper the field, but for Adam there was not found a helper 
suitable for him.suitable for him.””

Genesis 2:19Genesis 2:19--2020

The First Work Assignment

•• Demonstrated ManDemonstrated Man’’s Uniqueness in Creations Uniqueness in Creation

••

Genesis 2:19Genesis 2:19--2020

The First Work Assignment

•• Demonstrated ManDemonstrated Man’’s Uniqueness in Creations Uniqueness in Creation

•• Man did not evolve from animalsMan did not evolve from animals

Genesis 2:19Genesis 2:19--2020

Death after the Fall
Genesis 3Genesis 3

Death after the Fall

•• Cursed is the groundCursed is the ground

••

••

••

••

Genesis 3Genesis 3
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Death after the Fall
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Genesis 3Genesis 3

Death after the Fall

•• Cursed is the groundCursed is the ground

•• Toil and sweatToil and sweat

•• Thorns and thistlesThorns and thistles

•• 1st death1st death——garments of animal skingarments of animal skin

••

Genesis 3Genesis 3

Death after the Fall

•• Cursed is the groundCursed is the ground

•• Toil and sweatToil and sweat

•• Thorns and thistlesThorns and thistles

•• 1st death1st death——garments of animal skingarments of animal skin

•• 1st animal sacrifice 1st animal sacrifice 

Genesis 3Genesis 3

Sin and Disciplines of Study

•• Doctors, hospitalsDoctors, hospitals

•• InsuranceInsurance

•• Politics/Government Politics/Government 

•• Prisons Prisons 

•• PsychologyPsychology

•• SociologySociology

•• CriminologyCriminology

•• Military ScienceMilitary Science

I.  Our OriginI.  Our Origin

Options Options 

DefinitionsDefinitions

DeceptionsDeceptions
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I.  Our OriginI.  Our Origin

Options Options 

DefinitionsDefinitions

DeceptionsDeceptions

If we are here by a stroke of blind chance If we are here by a stroke of blind chance 
then in reality life is then in reality life is meaningless.meaningless.

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1 Option 1 

Option 2 Option 2 

Option 3                     Option 3                     

Option 4Option 4

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——Universe  is an illusionUniverse  is an illusion

Option 2 Option 2 

Option 3                     Option 3                     

Option 4Option 4

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——Universe  is an illusionUniverse  is an illusion

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Option 3                    Option 3                    

Option 4   Option 4   

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——Universe  is an illusionUniverse  is an illusion

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Option 3Option 3——Universe is self existent       Universe is self existent       
and eternaland eternal

Option 4    Option 4    

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——Universe  is an illusionUniverse  is an illusion

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Option 3Option 3——Universe is self existent       Universe is self existent       
and eternaland eternal

Option 4Option 4——Universe was createdUniverse was created
by someone who is self    by someone who is self    
existent  existent  
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Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——UniverseUniverse is an illusionis an illusion

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——UniverseUniverse is an illusionis an illusion

Fake? Then not an illusionFake? Then not an illusion

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——UniverseUniverse is an illusionis an illusion

Fake? Then not an illusionFake? Then not an illusion

Someone must exist to haveSomeone must exist to have
the illusion                             the illusion                             

Four Options Four Options 

Option 1Option 1——UniverseUniverse is an illusionis an illusion

Fake? Then not an illusionFake? Then not an illusion

Someone must exist to haveSomeone must exist to have
the illusion                             the illusion                             

Accept this and  weAccept this and  we’’re donere done

Four Options Four Options 

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Four Options Four Options 

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Contradictory and impossible Contradictory and impossible 
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Four Options Four Options 

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Contradictory and impossible Contradictory and impossible 

CanCan’’t create something unless you  t create something unless you  
exist to create it                     exist to create it                     

Four Options Four Options 

Option 2Option 2——Universe is self createdUniverse is self created

Contradictory and impossible Contradictory and impossible 

CanCan’’t create something unless you  t create something unless you  
exist to create it                     exist to create it                     

Can be believed but not argued Can be believed but not argued 

Four Options Four Options 

Option Option 33——Universe is self existent       Universe is self existent       
and eternal   and eternal   

Four Options Four Options 

Option Option 33——Universe is self existent       Universe is self existent       
and eternal   and eternal   

We are not eternal and didnWe are not eternal and didn’’t  t  
always exist                                       always exist                                       

Four Options Four Options 

Option Option 33——Universe is self existent       Universe is self existent       
and eternal   and eternal   

We are not eternal and didnWe are not eternal and didn’’t  t  
always exist                                       always exist                                       

How could the universe exist  How could the universe exist  
forever and then do in time forever and then do in time 
what it could never do before?what it could never do before?

Four Options Four Options 

Option Option 33——Universe is self existent       Universe is self existent       
and eternal   and eternal   

We are not eternal and didnWe are not eternal and didn’’t  t  
always exist                                       always exist                                       

How could the universe exist  How could the universe exist  
forever and then do in time forever and then do in time 
what it could never do before?what it could never do before?

If it always existed, everything If it always existed, everything 
always existed  always existed  
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Four Options Four Options 

Option 4Option 4——UniverseUniverse was createdwas created
by someone who is self    by someone who is self    
existentexistent

Only a preOnly a pre--existing God could  existing God could  
createcreate

““The reasonable view was to The reasonable view was to 
believe in spontaneous believe in spontaneous 
generation.  The only generation.  The only 
alternative is to believe in a alternative is to believe in a 
single primary act of single primary act of 
supernatural creation.  There supernatural creation.  There 
is no third positionis no third position……One has One has 
to contemplate the magnitude to contemplate the magnitude 
of the task to concede that the of the task to concede that the 
spontaneous generation of a spontaneous generation of a 
living organism is impossible.  living organism is impossible.  
But, here we are as a result, I But, here we are as a result, I 
believe, of spontaneous believe, of spontaneous 
generation.generation.””

Dr. George Dr. George WaldWald
Nobel Prize Physiology and MedicineNobel Prize Physiology and Medicine

Reality in the Universe Reality in the Universe 

Dr.Dr. Herbert SpencerHerbert Spencer

TimeTime

ForceForce

ActionAction

SpaceSpace

MatterMatter

Reality in the Universe Reality in the Universe 

Dr.Dr. Herbert SpencerHerbert Spencer

Reality in the Universe Reality in the Universe Dr.Dr. Herbert SpencerHerbert Spencer

““In the beginning In the beginning (time)(time) God God (force)(force)
created created (action)(action) the heavens the heavens (space)(space) and and 
the earth the earth (matter)(matter)..”” Gen 1:1Gen 1:1
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